
ON SUBSPACES OF THE SPACE (m)

J. COPPING

In this note, m, c, and c0 denote the Banach spaces of bounded,

convergent, and null sequences, with the norm

||a;|| = sup | sn |        (x = {sn} E m).
n

Theorem. If A is a given matrix summability method, Xo the sub-

space of m consisting of all bounded sequences summed to zero by A,

and Co a proper subspace of Xo, then there exists no bounded projection

of Xo onto c0.

Corollary. If X is the space of (ill bounded sequences summed by A,

and c a proper subspace of X, then there exists no bounded projection of

X onto c.

The corollary was conjectured by Wilansky [6, p. 250]; relevant

known results are that X0 and X are nonseparable ([2, 3.6.2] and

[l, pp. 97-99]), that there exists a bounded projection onto c (or c0)

of any separable subspace of m containing c (or c0) ([3, Theorem 2.2]

and [5, Theorem 5]), and that there exists no bounded projection

of m onto cor c0 ([4, p. 539] and [5, p. 945]).

To prove the theorem, observe that by [2, 3.6], there exists a

closed subspace F0 of X0, a bounded linear operator T from m onto

Fo, and a strictly increasing sequence {mp} of positive integers, such

that for p=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,

(1) lmT = up      for all {«„} £ m,   where    T({un}) = {t„}.

The construction given in [2, 3.6] for this operator T ensures also

that T(co)Qc0.

Now suppose if possible that there exists a bounded projection P

of X0 onto c0. Let Qi : Yo—>Co be the restriction of P to F0, and define

the bounded linear operator Ti = QiT: m—>c0. Since T(co)Qc0r\Y0,

(2) Ti({un}) = T({un})       when {«„j £ c„.

Define a bounded linear operator R: c0—*Co by

(3) vP = smp      for all {sn} E c0,    where   R({sn}) = {»„},

for p = \, 2, • • • . Let Q2 be the restriction of R to the range of 7i,
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and define T2 = 0.2^: m-+Co. By (1), (2), and (3), if [un)Eco, and

T2Í{un))= {vn}, then up=vP for p — \, 2, • • • ; thus T2 is a bounded

projection of m onto c0. This contradicts the result of Sobczyk [5,

p. 945], and the theorem is proved.

For the corollary, let ian,k) be the matrix of the method A, and

define a method B by the matrix (&„,*)> where

b„,k — an,k — lim a»,*;

let

00

X(P) = lim   £ ô„,t,

and let .XV be the space of bounded sequences summed to zero by B.

That c0 is a proper subspace of X0' follows from the hypothesis that

c is a proper subspace of X when X(75) ̂ 0, and follows from [l, p. 97]

when X(ß) = 0. By the theorem, and since Xo'Ç^X, there exists no

bounded projection of X onto cB, but by [5, p. 938], there exist

bounded projections of c onto c0. The corollary is thus proved.
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